
Discussion lead by Eva Laini

Families on  

Facebook



Let’s start with you !

 If you have Facebook, are you 
friends with at least one of your 
parents? 



Friends or not ?

 40% of parent-teen dyads are friends and marked their 
relationship

 What about the rest? What could the researchers have 
missed?



Embarassing? Me?

I would never!



Controlling presence ?

 Parents of teens friend them and their social circle to be able to 
“monitor their teens and to make their presence known, in an 
effort to mitigate bullying and bad behavior”

 Does having their 
parents as friends on 
social media change 
the behavior of teens?



Share everything?

 The researchers talk as if 
Facebook was the only 
means of communication

 Do Facebook posts and 
comments really reflect 
how parents interact with 
their children? 



Just a show ?

 Are the observed communication patterns simply a 
performance, with parents and children acting in ways 
that are expected of them?



Still relevant ?

 Offline parent-child relationship assessment from 1983: 

 Mothers more likely to talk about thoughts and feelings, especially 
with their daughters 

 Dads more authoritarian and focused on facts

 Sons more pushed to be independent and to control their feelings

 Do you think this study is still relevant 
today?

 If and when you have kids, do you think 
you are going to follow these patterns?



Already changing ?

 This study is from 2013, which is already old by social 
media standards

 Teens aren’t using Facebook as much 
now, so what social media would 
now regroup these generations?



Easier

communication ?

 They found that communication 
frequency on Facebook does not 
diminish with geographic distance, 
suggesting that the site may 
facilitate extended family 
communication

 What type of communication is it? 
Does it really replace one-on-one 
calls or face-time?


